GAUTENG NORTH ANNUAL AWARDS
ENTREPRENEUR

Liedeke de Klerk
Global Golf
What led you to become a PGA Professional?
My biggest dream was to raise a family. I was accepted to study Marketing, but what do you market in a big world with so much opportunity. My father and I agreed to a gap year, but to sit at home was not an option. Golf was my gap year and I started with my PGA diploma. Girl alone and a room full of men, I survived not just the diploma but also the golf. I am still on my gap year and living the dream, the dream to change golf. Raising a family is taking a back seat for a little bit. Now I am marketing and selling golf clothes for a living. Could not ask for a better job.
What is your current job title?
Brand Manager: Rhode Island and Global Golf Ladies Apparel.
How long have you been in your current position?
An exciting 1 year and 3 months, full of learning and growing
What does your job entail?
Managing Rhode Island.
It is a proudly South African brand. My job entails from helping with the designs, getting the right material, running the Sales Reps and striving to making budget and getting the exposure needed for this brilliant brand.
Ladies Apparel.
The exciting part of this journey is creating a space to expose women golf clothing in the industry. I buy and a sell ladies clothing over the whole of South Africa.
Do you have any environmental or sustainability goals that you have met and would like to share?
I am still setting goals. This will be one of my biggest goals that I am still working on.
Please give us a brief outline of the path you took to lead you to your current position. 
There is no path I took to be where I am, but the path took me places I can only be humble about. There is only one path and that is hard work, long hours and to be present
I strive… 
To make people aware that women can be empowered in the game of golf. To expose that there is so much potential for women, not just as playing professionally, but to be able to be successful in the industry. To bring worth to a world full of men. And to bring a little bit of flowers and pink to this world.
Why do you feel that you would be a good candidate to win this award? 
Will you ever feel that you can be a good candidate? You can only try to be. To be successful not just in your dreams, but in the everyday situation. I can only be thankful for this nomination. To only say this to you, to win this award will not only be an award. This will let me be the dream I want to be. I want to strive to be able to not just make big changes, but to be able to change the small in the industry. And maybe one day all the smalls can change women in golf. 
If you can be anything… be brilliant
Leave a legacy…
Would you like the PGA to share your profile via our social media platforms? Yes

Facebook: Liedeke de Klerk
Instagram: @liedekedeklerk
Twitter: @Liedekedk
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